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Here are some freeway interchanges that are frequently mentioned in traffic reports: Interchange" is the
junction of the 5, 10, and 60 freeways just southeast of Downtown L. Read on for a guide to L. For more info
about basic driving rules, parking, scenic drives and more, visit our Guide to Driving in Los Angeles. The is
one of the busiest freeways in the country, the most commonly used highway to LAX, and a bypass for
Interstate 5. It runs south from the Valley, travels through the Westside and continues south from LAX
towards Long Beach, then turns east and merges with the 5 again in Orange County. Along with the 60, the 10
is the main route from L. Its western terminus is the East L. Interchange and it travels through the south side
of the San Gabriel Valley before its eastern terminus at the 10 in Riverside. The is a key route to and from
LAX. The begins on its western end at Sepulveda Boulevard on the south side of of LAX and terminates to the
east at the The south terminus of the is the East L. Interchange near Downtown L. The runs northwest from
Downtown L. From the Hollywood Split, the continues northwest and terminates at the northbound I There is
no interchange from the West to the South. From there, it turns east towards Glendora, where it becomes State
Route SR and terminates at the 10 in Redlands. I-5 links major California cities like L. The 5 enters L.
Interchange as the Santa Ana Freeway. The western end of the 2 is an old section of the legendary Route 66,
while the eastern end is known as the Angeles Crest Highway. The northern section of the to Pasadena is the
historic Arroyo Seco Parkway formerly Pasadena Freeway , the first freeway in the western United States.
South of the , the is known as the Harbor Freeway.
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Travel Time: Flight time between San Diego and Los Angeles is less than 50 minutes. If you could hop on and hop off
the plane with no waiting, it would be the fastest way to go.

Cabazon Dinosaurs is a roadside attraction at the Main Street exit in Cabazon. I intersects with the northern
end of State Route , whereas I bypasses the town and connects to State Route 62 , a major eastâ€”west route
through the Mojave Desert. I then has an interchange in Coachella with the northern end of the State Route 86
freeway, which also leads to SR Past Coachella, I traverses the Mojave Desert, with few junctions and no
cities. Several miles east and roughly halfway between Indio and Blythe , in the community of Desert Center ,
I intersects with State Route , a turnoff that connects to SR Near the Arizona state line, I meets the terminus of
State Route In the city of Blythe, I runs concurrently with U. Route 95 as both routes cross the Colorado
River into Arizona. By , when the United States Numbered Highways were assigned, the road across the
desert east of Indio was unimproved , while the road from Indio west to San Bernardino as well as various
roads west to Los Angeles was paved. Route 99 was designated along the section of road from San Bernardino
to Indio, where it turned south along present State Route 86 on the west side of the Salton Sea. Route 66 via
Pasadena before turning north; this route to Los Angeles is north of the later alignment of Interstate Route 99
and State Route 86 for details. A extension took it south to Calexico on present State Route Later extensions
took LR 64 west along present State Route 74 ; a cutoff bypassed Mecca to the north. The original alignment
of LR 26 ran roughly where State Route 60 now is west of Pomona, but an alignment close to present I opened
around Route 70 was extended west from Arizona ca. Interstate 10 eastbound near Indio I holds the
distinction of being the first freeway in Los Angeles. The roadway, which opened on April 20, , was dubbed
the "Air Line route," and was seen as a major achievement in traffic design. It was assigned the I number on
August 14, , and the short piece west of I-5 was approved as I on November 10, Those three routes were all
removed in the renumbering , leaving only I It too was assigned the I number on August 14, Portions of the
Santa Monica Freeway going over La Cienega Boulevard collapsed after the Northridge earthquake on
January 17, , and were rebuilt using new Seismic-Resistant bridge designs.
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Los Angeles traffic reports. Real-time speeds, accidents, and traffic cameras. Check conditions on the Ventura and
Hollywood freeways, I-5 and I, and other local routes.

Woolsey Fire jumps freeway, entire City of Malibu ordered to evacuate Posted: MALIBU CNS - Driven by
howling winds and dangerously low humidity, a brush fire that began in Ventura County but raced over the
Los Angeles County line continued a relentless march toward the Pacific Ocean today, forcing thousands of
people from their homes as evacuation orders were imposed for the entirety of Malibu. The Woolsey Fire
exploded to more than 10, acres overnight, then was estimated at 14, by midday Friday, with zero
containment. Driven by to mph winds, the flames jumped the south across the Ventura Freeway in the Liberty
Canyon area early Friday. The flames devoured homes as it continued to chew through brush, but there was no
immediate word on how many structures had been affected. By early Friday, authorities indicated there had
been significant property losses. Fire crews in one area of Malibu alone reported as many as 30 homes being
consumed by flames, with the blaze advancing on dozens of others. There were sporadic reports of people
being unable to escape burning homes in remote areas, but as of mid-morning Friday, there had been no
reports of any injuries to firefighters or residents. Evacuation orders were imposed overnight affecting tens of
thousands of residents in both counties, and at 10 a. Friday, mandatory evacuation orders were expanded to
include the entire city of Malibu. Residents were advised to use Pacific Coast Highway to evacuate, and to
avoid using canyon roads. Evacuating residents were being directed south of PCH toward Santa Monica,
creating a snarl of vehicles along the normally scenic coastal route. Complicating matters were the traffic
signals that were knocked out of service, and motorists were advised to expect lengthy delays. And a large
animal evacuation center was established at the Zuma Beach parking lot in Malibu. With the fire jumping the
freeway overnight, the California Highway Patrol shut down a four-mile stretch of the Freeway between Las
Virgenes to Kanan roads. The Woolsey Fire broke out about 2: Early Friday, the whipping winds prevented
fire commanders from ordering aerial assaults in the early morning hours, but some flights began at 5: But
winds quickly began picking up again as dawn broke. High winds were expected to continue until 10 p. Fire
authorities estimated Friday morning that at least 75, homes in Los Angeles and Ventura counties were under
evacuation orders, but with the orders spreading along with the flames, thousands more were likely affected.
Heavy smoke and strong winds hampered visibility for crews on the fire lines and residents trying to evacuate
fire zones. The Los Angeles Police Department was placed on a citywide tactical alert about The tactical alert
was lifted about 7: Calabasas city officials advised residents not under mandatory evacuation orders to prepare
to leave by gathering their IDs, medications, important documents, emergency supplies and a change of
clothes.
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This city slicker shows all interstate, U.S., and state highways in both Los Angeles and San Diego, California. It also
features points of interest, schools, parks, hospitals, cemeteries, airports, golf courses and shopping centers.
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Los Angeles City Traffic Conditions Sequoia & Kings Canyon National Park Road Conditions Ventura County Traffic and
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Chapter 7 : Los Angeles Times - We are currently unavailable in your region
Carpooling with FasTrak. FasTrak Â® is, by far, the easiest and preferred way to pay tolls on every tolled bridge, lane
and road in California -- and, in some cases, it's the only way to pay.

Chapter 8 : Interstate (California) - Wikipedia
San Diego County, CA: Two Killed in Fatal Accident on 8 Freeway Fatal collision in San Diego County. San Diego
County, California (April 9, ): Authorities are conducting an ongoing investigation into a fatal crash on 8 Freeway in El
Cajon, CA, early yesterday morning, Sunday, April 8,
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Live Traffic Cameras by Area Caltrans District 4 - San Francisco - Oakland Bay Area Cameras Live traffic cams
covering Sonoma, Napa, Solano, Marin, San Francisco, Contra Costa, Alameda, San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties.
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